
AzureProject is now at its version 5, 
bringing major enhancements to 

increase efficiency and productivity 
.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some of  the new fiber layout tools are: 
• Using the fiber layout library is now very easy: you  

can import a fibre layout from any sail and 
AzureProject fits it onto the new sail 

• Straight  paths  option 
• Total Membrane Weight Calculator: it provides the 

total weight, including Fiber, Scrim, Glue and Film. 
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-  license - it includes 12 months of 
free Maintenance and Support service 

-  license -  it includes 12 months of free 
Maintenance & Support  services and the option to 
become perpetual, if renewed for 2 more years. 

- (PAYD) - ONLY for 
AzureDesign – it is an annual license including 20 
credits to produce sails.  

For info about our products and services, 
please CONTACT: 

SailDesigner Forum is a global forum 
for sailmakers and suppliers to discuss 
software, hardware, materials & 
machinery etc. On the forum, you can 
also share/discuss your AzureProject 
design files.  
To know more please click on: 
www.saildesigner.net 

 allows the user to measure 

a flying sail shape from any digital image of a sail and 
then create the design file in AzureProject directly! 

FIRST: the development of the AzureProject started in 1997, 

when Sabrina began her doctoral research at Glasgow University (UK). 

Since her Ph.D. award in 2001, SMAR Azure has continuously been 

developing AzureProject.  The software is now used world-wide by sail 

designers/makers, sail-cloth makers.  

FULLY INTEGRATED: AzureProject is entirely developed by 

SMAR Azure.  We do not use someone else technology, and that is the 

reason of the highest level of integration. Furthermore, our tools 

are integrated in a seamless way with our rig design software.  

No third party involved!!! 

 
UNIQUE: Since inception, SMAR Azure has worked in close 

relationships with sail, rig, yacht designers to produce design software 

applications tailored to their individual needs. It includes: design of any 

type of sail + fiber layout + optimization (aero + structural + 

aero-elastic analysis!! 

 
USER-FRIENDLY: AzureProject, notwithstanding the highest level of 

complexity of the mathematic and science used in all areas (sail surface 

generation, analysis of the mutual interaction between sail and wind), it is 

still with no dispute the MOST User-Friendly tool available. 
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